1965 mustang instrument cluster

Instrument panels are among the more befuddling components of the average classic Mustang.
The ammeter indicates the flow of current either positively charging or negatively discharging.
A speedometer is little more than a whirling magnet inside a shell, which is tied directly to the
speedometer needle. The faster it whirls with corresponding vehicle speed the higher the needle
reading. All other instruments, including tachometers, are electric. In fact fuel, temperature, and
oil pressure gauges are all the same instrument fitted with different faces and senders. Each of
these instruments has a bi-metallic spring-loaded needle with a heating element resistor. Needle
position on a gauge is affected by current flow across the gauge to ground at the sender. When
resistance at the sender is low and current flow is high to ground, the instrument will read high.
By contrast, when resistance to ground at the sender is high and current flow is low, the gauge
will read low. Sending units, be they temperature, oil pressure, or fuel level, are all variable
resistors. They control current flow to ground, which affects needle position at the gauge. How
does resistance affect the way a gauge reads? Heat: each gauge has a bi-metallic spring, which
is affected by temperature, tied to the needle. Alongside the bimetallic spring is a resistor. As
current flows through the resistor, heat is generated. When current flow increases to ground via
the sender, the resistor gets hotter causing the needle to move toward maximum. Temperature
and oil pressure work the same way. As the engine warms, resistance at the sender becomes
lower and current flow becomes high. Same is true for the oil pressure gauge. On the back of
each instrument cluster is a voltage limiter, also known as a voltage regulator. The voltage
limiter limits instrument voltage from the ignition switch to 5. If you applied a full volts to the
instruments they would become toast in short order. Instruments must have a regulated 5. The
voltage limiter is actually a small buzz box, which cycles current on and off rapidly to get 5. It
operates in a similar fashion to a turn signal flasher, with a temperature-sensitive bi-metallic
strip that gets hot opening and closing the circuit rapidly to maintain 5. Voltage limiters fail two
possible ways. They open the circuit burned or missing contact points rendering instruments
inoperative or they seize closed fused together shoving all needles to maximum. If your
temperature, oil pressure, and fuel gauge all go to maximum you probably need a new voltage
limiter. The humble ammeter seemed right for the time, but we would have been better served
with a voltmeter. Ford ammeters never seem to move. Those unlucky had Mustangs burn to the
ground because there was no circuit protection for these instruments, which are constantly live.
Bypassing the ammeter renders it inoperative, but safe. There are inductive type ammeters in
Mustangs unaffected by the shortcomings just mentioned. However, if you have a
direct-connect ammeter, disconnect and bypass it. This is your basic Mustang instrument
cluster void of its wiring because the wiring is in integral part of the main wiring loom behind
the dashboard. The instrument voltage limiter arrow limits voltage to 5. If you follow color
coding in your Ford Shop Manual, installation becomes easy. We have also used a strip of tape
across the top of the cluster and a permanent marker to label where all the wires go. There are
two types of voltage limiters used in classic Mustangs. On the right is the voltage limiter used
from with connector pins. On the left is the button type voltage limiter for Mustangs with printed
circuit instrument panels. Power to the voltage limiter comes from the ignition switch and is live
only when the ignition is on or in the accessory position. It does this via a rapid-fire circuit
breaker process, buzzing off and on. It does this with a bi-metallic arm and a heating element.
The heating element acts on the bi-metallic arm causing contact points to open and close
maintaining the constant 5. Power comes from the ignition switch through the voltage limiter to
fuel, oil, and temp gauges. The clusters have a button style voltage limiter that buttons to a
printed circuit like a 9-volt battery does in an electronic device. It is impossible to get it
backwards. You can expect the same scenario on the Mustang II. General Motors used printed
circuit instrument panels long before Ford did. Ford switched to printed circuit instrument
panels in A central multiplex plug inserts here to direct power to and from the cluster. The
printed circuit cluster took just seconds to install during vehicle assembly. Although ammeters
were commonplace in the mids, they were never a good idea mostly because they were not up
to the job for which they were intended. This is what you can expect to see for It is remarkable
to us just how lame this approach was because it was under-duty with just not enough capacity.
Because Ford ammeters were underrated, they overheated and burned up in the first few
months of operation. This is why most of them do not work. When you perform instrument
cluster maintenance, disconnect and bypass the ammeter using the same gauge wire for a
jumper. Fuel, oil, and temp gauges all look like this. Needle movement happens as a direct
result of current flow across the resistor shown here. A bi-metallic strip attached to the needle
is affected by current flow across the resistor, which is a heating element. The greater the
current flow to ground at the sender, the hotter this resistor gets, causing the bi-metallic strip to
move the needle. Keep in mind these gauges are not linear meaning they are not spot-on
accurate. The fuel sending unit and pick-up located in your gas tank is a variable resistor to

ground. Here are two examples of coolant temperature sending units. There are two basic types
of sending units: warning light and gauge. Warning light types normally have two pins. Gauge
types are one pin to ground. Inside the sender is a variable resistor. Here are two types of oil
pressure sendersâ€”gauge left and warning light right. The gauge type sending unit is a
variable resistor to ground. Engine off or with no oil pressure we have high resistance to
ground and the needle takes a nap. Engine started with oil pressure causes a decrease in
resistance to ground and the needle moves. When oil pressure senders fail we get no reading or
maximum. No oil pressure and the switch is closed, illuminating the warning light. For cars,
instrument lighting and plugs are integral to the main wiring loom. Beginning in , Ford went to a
separate instrument panel wiring harness that plugs into the main harness, which is what you
see here. The best way to access instrument wiring and speedometer cable on the Mustang is to
remove the climate control panel and reach through. Black is ground and red is trigger. With the
cluster safely positioned on our workbench, the bezel-to-cluster screws are removed using a 2
Phillips screwdriver. The bezel and cluster are carefully separated. Lens diffusers are removed
next with a Phillips screwdriver. They will be transferred to the new California Mustang bezel.
This is really a nice piece manufactured to high standards and priced reasonably. To improve
instrument lighting distribution, mask your bezel properly to protect chrome and painted
surfaces, and then paint inside reflective surfaces with Krylon flat white. California Mustang
stocks high-tech LED lamps for classic Mustang instrument panels, which is a nice
improvement over those Thomas Edison-era lamps. You can use these lamps with the green gel
caps or remove the caps entirely. Just press and turn to seat. These LED lamps run cool and
virtually never burn out. LED gives you the opportunity to experiment. These LED lamps make a
vanilla cluster pop. The printed circuit cluster uses bulbs, which press in. Keep in mind these
press-in LED lamps light only one way. We went white here with green turn indicators and red in
the high-beam. These LED lamps add such an exciting dimension to classic clusters. It has
never been easier to convert your standard interior Mustang to the much sought-after Interior
Decor Group optionâ€”aka Pony interior. Mishimoto EcoBoost Mustang intercooler test with
datalogs and track times. Replacing the inverter on a Cobra Terminator gauge cluster. We
apologize for this inconvenience and encourage you to visit Performance Seat Upgrade for any
Fox-body Mustang. Mustang Monthly. How To. Interior Electrical. Jim Smart. Sources California
Mustang. Connect With Us. Stay informed with our Newsletter Sign Up Now. Most Popular. View
More Girls. See All News. Sponsored links. Related Articles. Mustang Not as complicated as you
may think NOTE: This web page is meant to describe what it takes to convert the wiring of an
existing 65 with indicator lights over to a 66 configuration with the 5 gage cluster. It is NOT as
simple as just changing out the instrument panel. If you opt not to change over the charging
circuitry, but would rather leave the ALT lamp and just stick it behind the dash or something
There is probably some other web page that explains how to do that method, but it is not
addressed here. I personally believe the best approach is to accurately rewire the engine
compartment completely to the 66 configuration. They are invaluable for working on these cars.
You'll basically be comparing the wiring between the two and converting from the 65's to the
66's. Also, the "Mustang How-To, Vol. Here are the things you'll need to make the swap. That,
and a few hours The 'new' dash unit - '66 gauge clusters used to be a dime a dozen at the swap
meets. They were the bait that the vendor uses to tell you what kind of car he's parted out and is
selling. They can run anywhere from five to fifty bucks for the exact same unit. They are getting
increasingly harder to find. EBAY regularly has them posted and typically go for between 20 and
40 depending on condition. So shop around. Look them over closely. Forget about the front
bezel and the lenses because you're going to replace them anyway. You're after the internals
and the back housing. Make sure the units are relatively clean, straight, not been sitting out
exposed to the weather. Housings with rust on the back are typically not a good sign. You can
find one out there that's not rusty. The night after you get it Inspect it carefully for broken wires
or other damage. Been there, done that Clean the gauge face of the unit with a soft damp rag.
Put paper under the needles and touch them up with the bright orange florescent paint.
Reassemble using the new lenses and bezel. If you're going to install white faces , now's the
time. So, I had to recreate the original setup. If your car hasn't been butchered The wire will lay
on the intake manifold. I slipped two sticks of heat shrink over the wire to add additional
insulation over the intake. The 65 has an oil pressure sending unit made for the OIL light, which
is different than the one for the 66 gages. You'll need to install the oil sending unit extension,
which looks like a piece of hex bar stock with threads on each end 'cept the female end is
cocked slightly. Then screw on the Oil gage sending unit on the end of the extension. Position it
so that it clears everything around it. Don't forget to use some Teflon thread tape on the
extension and the sending unit. Wiring - You'll also need to change out the connector on the
sending unit end of the wire, as it needs a lug on it now to fit the screw on stud. This white-red

wire goes through the harness to the back of the gage, but has the oil light lamp socket
connected to it. Cut off the lamp socket and splice in a bit of wire with a lug on the end to reach
the Oil pressure gage. This wire connects to the radio side terminal of the gage. The other side
of the gage requires a wire that runs to the CVU. Gas Gage - The Gas Gage on the 65 is the
same hook up as on the The Yellow-white wire from the tank goes to the speedo side post, while
the other side of the gage runs to the CVU. CVU - The constant voltage unit. This unit drops the
voltage down from 12 volts down to 5 volts for your gages to operate. Click here to see how
they work. Take the unit off the back of your 65 dash and screw it to the hole just to the fuel
gage side of the speedo. The dash ground wire attaches here also. I made a 4 " or so pigtail to
screw down here You may not be able to find the LM if you don't have decent electronics supply
stores in your area, but even Radio Shack will have a "LM". The gas, oil, and temp all have one
side that is tied to the CVU. The other side goes to the appropriate sensor, and the variance in
ground by the sensor makes the needle move. I made a separate little harness, running from the
CVU to the three gages and hanging it on the back of the gage pack. Turn Signals - Slight mod
required, as the 65 has one lamp for both left and right. The 66 has separate lamps for left and
right. Take the turn signal lamp socket currently in the existing 65 harness and cut out the
existing socket. Then, splice in the single wire lamp socket you found at the swap meet to each
of the cut leads. The left turn is the Green-White wire, while the right is the White-Blue. Where
do you get these single wire light sockets? These are the ones that have the little metal teeth
around the socket that holds it in place in the metal dash housing I got mine at the swap meet I
picked up a ragged old wiring harness out of some old GM product and the guy was trying to
pay me to take it I was able to salvage off a few connectors and the required lamp sockets.
Lighting - Guess what So polish out the little bulb lenses, put in all new bulbs, and make
perfectly soldered and fully grounded wiring connections. This is where those bright orange
needles you touched up come into play. There are 4 lamp sockets. Make sure they all work
before you put the thing back together and screw in the dash. MustangSteve offers up two
additional suggestions: 1 add a couple of lights to the assembly by drilling holes in the back of
the gage housing at symmetric points and wiring in two new sockets, and 2 simply removing
the blue-green lenses. Both of these increased the lighting with no additional glare. Good
advice Steve. High Beam Indicator - no biggie It's sort of a bridge between the alternator and the
battery to show you if the system if charging, or drawing current. This is not the same as a
modern voltmeter, which tells you the output value of the alternator. Disclaimer - If all you
intend to do is replace the gage cluster but leave the charging circuitry for the 65 intact, then
stop here. Behind the heater controls has been suggested before. If you decide to simply hook
the Ammeter to the Alternator and the Battery and not adjust the rest of the wiring, I have no
idea how that will work. However, if you intend to actually complete the rewiring of the 65 into a
66 configuration, then read on:. It moves the pigtail connection to the BAT post of the alternator.
On the gage pack, be sure that the red goes to the speedometer side term, and the yellow goes
to the radio side. I had some trouble following the "How To" article on this part I finally figured
out that the article left out one small detail about the hook up of the voltage regulator The 65
has a white-black wire running from the common post of the Alternator to the Voltage regulator.
This wire is not on the 66 schematic. You have to remove it and splice in the Green Red.
Hopefully these schematics below will also help in understanding the difference:. I wish I'd
taken pics when I did this mod last year. Maybe the next time I have the dash out, I'll take some
and add them to the page. If you have any questions, email me. Disconnect White-Black from Alt
and stow. Disc onnect Green-Red under dash from idiot light and connect lead to center post of
Ignition switch. After you find your cluster, buy a fresh bezel, a new lens set, the paint, and 7
light bulbs. There are different bezels for different applications. The 65's that had the gauge
package as a factory option had a bezel with a half circle trim ring along the top side of the
bezel. They came in camera black and walnut trim. The 66 bezel had a full circle trim ring along
the perimeter of the bezel. Hold up the 65 and 66's side by side and you'll see what I mean.
Green-Red : This was to the "idiot light" at the dash. Yellow : This is connected to solenoid with
battery cable. White 35 : Connected to field terminal at the alternator. No change. No
Connection. White 35 from VR. Black-Red 26 from regulator actually this and the wire 26 from
the VR join and ground to chassis. Black from solenoid. Yellow from Ammeter. Red to BAT post
of solenoid. Yellow to Alternator -BAT post. Battery Main cable. T o Alternator BAT post.
Black-Yellow 37 to main connector to fuse box. Yellow To "A" terminal of VR. Red To POS
terminal of ammeter. Speedometer Calibrates Automatically. Package Includes;. Skip to main
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not available Photos not available for this variation. Or when you turn on the radio and the turn
signals start flashing? If you have any questions that you think I might be able to help you with,
or, if I have posted something that still doesn't seem to be as clear as it could be, please feel
free to ask. I just bought a '65 coupe in pretty nice shape but it has some issues, one of which is
the speedo not working. This blog will be great as I start re-doing some small stuff. I had a '66
my 1st new car, bought in June ' Tahoe Turquoise, black interior, rally pack, I miss her. I'm
happy to hear that this stuff is helping you out. I love Tahoe Turquoise. That is a beautiful color.
Post a Comment. They don't really want that pt. They just want this car that they dearly love to
be able to cruise around smoothly and reliably, without having it dump them out on the side of
the road or have it start making weird noises or belching out big clouds of funky-smelling
smoke. And I think, truth be told, that this is by far the largest class of Mustang owners. They
take their car to some technician when what they actually need is a mechanic, and this,
frequently, does not work out very well at all for the owner. They don't want to re-engineer the
entire car, they just want someone to fix what broke. These are the people that I am trying help
out with this blog. Some problems require a little bit of back and forth, as in, "Try this. None of
that ridiculous one-upmanship, no flaming or abuse, none of that stuff. Just good, solid advice
from people that know what they are talking about. Posted by Veronica at AM. Newer Post Older
Post Home. Subscribe to: Post Comments Atom. About Me Veronica Hello. I am married to a
wonderful man and we have two children, a son and a daughter. And, yes, my children really are
smarter, faster, stronger, kinder and more beautiful than yours. View my complete profile. Smart
Search. Mustangs Plus has been your classic Mustang and Restomod headquarters since , as
one of the top places to buy Mustang parts online. Ford Mustang Enthusiasts come to us
looking to buy top quality Mustang part online. After visiting our store Mustang lovers find we
also have the best selection of Mustang parts, great prices and top notch service. Mustangs

Plus has been in the business for many years, with that we bring a vast amount of knowledge.
We can help with technical information on how to install your classic Mustang parts. Not all
vintage Ford Mustang parts are created equally, for that reason we put our knowledge to work
for you supplying the best Mustang parts. Whether you are looking for Mustang parts up to
Mustang parts, Mustang engine parts , Mustang suspension parts , Mustang interior parts , or
anything in between use our website to find Mustang parts and Mustang accessories online, or
call us for assistance. Our most popular years are not just Mustang parts or Mustang parts but
Mustang parts and of course Mustang parts as well and everything up to Printable version. Add
to cart Add to wish list. Ask a question about this product. Customer reviews Customers also
bought Average customer rating :. Was the above review useful to you? Search Advanced
search. Sign up for e-mail sales, promotions, e-newsletters and more! Shifter Bezels Manual
Trans. Read more product reviews. Sign in Register. This site requires JavaScript to function
properly. Please enable JavaScript in your web browser. MP Ebay. MP Facebook. MP YouTube.
Let Us Build It! MP Blog. Customer Service. Sign in Register Forgot password? Wish list.
Search for events Special offers Sitemap Products Map. Order Toll Free: This article and video
demonstrates how this resto job can completed in an afternoon. Once you have the instrument
cluster removed from you Mustang and on the bench your ready to get started. Remove the
wiring and bulbs from the back of the instrument housing. The wiring can be cleaned with wax
and grease remover which will preserve the color codes and stripes that would typically be
removed if you use lacquer thinner. Before you disassemble the gauge assembly you should
clean up the metal housing to remove any surface rust and dirt; I use a fine scotch brite pad to
clean things up. Now its time to begin the disassembly process. I start by removing the wiper
switch control so I can clean up the chrome switch arm with super fine steel wool. Next remove
the instrument bezel from the housing. From the back side of the assembly remove the small
screws that hold the bezel and gauge housing together, you should then be able to separate the
assembly exposing the gauge faces. The instrument bezel for Mustangs has lens retainers and
also a few other components attached that you will need to remove, clean up and reuse. The
lens retainers are held in place by a few screws, the other items such as the turn signal tubs
and light separators should be saved; and in some cases you may need to use the old light
filters so hang on to the old bezel until your restoration is complete. The old center lens has a
black option delete button on it; save this old lens so you can remove the button and place it in
the new center lens. Clean up the gauge faces with wax and grease remover, this will clean the
surface without removing any of the printing or paint from the gauge face. Be very careful with
the gauge needles while cleaning, move them out of the way in their natural direction when
cleaning around them. Choosing the correct bright orange paint to paint the gauge needles can
be a mystery; some people use Testor Red model paint, I use Fluorescent Red Paint; its the
correct color and looks correct when driving at night. Before you paint the gauge needles you
should protect the gauge surface with some paper and then clean the needles with wax and
grease remover. While the paint on the gauge needles is drying its time to begin installing the
new lenses into the new instrument bezel, as well as installing any of the other components
from the old bezel and lenses that I need to carry over to the new unit. As soon as the gauge
needles are done drying and the lenses have been installed into the new instrument bezel all
that remains is to attach the cluster to the bezel, install the wiper switch and then move on to
cleaning up the wiring and install all new bulbs. Your restored bezel is complete, ready to install
and will improve your experience while driving your classic. Sorry I made so many spelling
mistakes I will send this again. Maybe I should sleep a little more and not send emails before 5
a. Below is the corrected version, Sorry, Dr. Is there any easy fix, to get the miles back to zero?
Maybe it does. The car is 3 days from being finished and I got in it today and was sick when I
saw the mileage, the restorer stated he just forgot but does not going to take the dash apart just
to get the miles back to zero. He just plain forgot. Is there an easier way other than taking
everything apart? The interior is in and everything is painted, new white gauges, lights, wiring
etc. I personally will do it if I have to, because this car is perfect in every way, everything is
brand new. Thank you for your time, Respectfully, Dr. Thurman Dr. Thurman â€” April 3, AM.
The fastest way is to remove the cluster and then remove the speedo assembly from the
housing and reset it. Resetting can be tricky, the basic premise is to turn the number one at a
time working from the left I think until all the zeros line of between the two tabs that keep the
numbers situated in the speedo window. The drill trick will work but it could take hours to turn a
car from 50k to 0k. JoeResto â€” April 3, PM. The clock we replaced with a tach, which is not
hooked up yet. Battery has gone completed dead twice. Where did you get the new black
gauges? Also can you just buy replacement needles? Justin Preedy â€” February 3, AM. Justin,
The gauges used for this article and video are the originals; only mustang gauges are available
new reproduction. There are no replacement needles available. JoeResto â€” February 9, AM. I

have a 65 mustang with falcon gauges and I picked up a 66 gt style gages. What must I do to
complete a gage swap. The gt style gages look cool compared to the falcon gages. I put new
bulbs in my gauges and put it back into the car. Now my gasoline, engine temp, and oil pressure
needles are through the roof! Stephen, it sounds like you may have an instrument voltage
regulator that has gone bad. The voltage regulator regulates the voltage by keeping the rate in
check with a small pulse of voltage; when it goes bad the instrument gauges will go of the
charts. JoeResto â€” June 2, AM. Hi Stephen! I found your article via Google. Though I am
restoring a different instrument cluster Chevy Pickup , I found it very helpful! I had already
found and purchased the special paint for the needles and will be painting mine shortly.
Question: When I am reassembling, should I install any type of damping material, such as
rubber blocks or something, between the cluster housing and the bezel, or between the lens
and the bezel, or places where the pieces come in contact? Also â€” where can I get the little
cardboard tubes that carry the light from the bulbs to the dash face? White â€” October 3, PM.
But the one in the middle is connected back into the dash, and h
power master 8002
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ad to be disconnected to get the panel out of the dash. I tried tracing it back, and it runs into a
piece mounted by the fuse box, and that connects to the main wiring harness. Anthony Lanni
â€” January 3, PM. This site uses Akismet to reduce spam. Learn how your comment data is
processed. Share this: Share Facebook. More Related Posts. Classic Mustang Decoder - How
To. How Mustang Power Steering Works. Thurman â€” April 3, AM Dr. Justin Preedy â€”
February 3, AM Justin, The gauges used for this article and video are the originals; only
mustang gauges are available new reproduction. White â€” October 3, PM hi! Leave a Reply
Cancel reply. This special paint has a high fluorescent solids content and will meet or exceed
the original fluorescent red coating. Using a non-fluorescent paint will result in your gauge
needles appearing dark or black at night and make your gauges difficult to read. Using a proper
fluorescent paint is the only way to properly restore your gauge indicator needles.

